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anno 1800 is a real-time strategy video game, developed by blue byte and published by ubisoft.
players can take charge of their own fortune as they navigate the rapidly evolving technological

landscape and malicious political arena of the 19th century in their quest to build an empire that will
reach from the smog-filled cities of europe to the teeming jungles of south america. anno 1800 is a

real-time strategy video game developed and published by blue byte studios, and developed by blue
byte. the player becomes the ruler of the future city. he will face a number of challenges, such as:
politics, economy, governance, defense, technology, or culture. the player will have to build a city

from the ground up. we see this is a global response by our fellow gamers. i have also seen backlash
against anno 1800 from fans of previous games who have been playing the last game for 10 years.
we are all connected. we are all gamers. if your gaming history is as long as mine and you were part

of the community in the past and you are vocal now then its obvious you are not interested in the
new direction of the series. you want to keep playing the old games you know and love. i understand

that. and i support that. as long as you understand that if you are enjoying the new game you are
doing the right thing and if you are not then you are not the only one. you just have to ignore the

loud minority and enjoy the good things about the game. you will see some of the criticism of anno
1800 online. you will hear the same words that were said before and you will see the same points of
view expressed. but i can guarantee you that ubisoft will make a good game. if they don't then you

can take that as a lesson learned from the games of the past. you will see a lot of errors in the game.
that is normal, we can expect this. because the game is still in development and it is early. anno

1800 will be excellent and it will live up to the high expectations of the fans. i think ubisoft is
listening to the community. the feedback from the players has been impressive. they have been very
active in the ubisoft forums. they have given the developers the feedback they need to correct the
issues. as the game comes closer to release, ubisoft will fix the major issues and the game will be

excellent. but only after that do i believe the community will start to support the game. the reason i
say that is because the community has never been right about the game or the team developing the

game. you all know this. the community has been wrong from the first announcement of the anno
title. we should be cautious.
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this is absolutely not fair! i just paid for a game
and then epic comes along and does this?!? epic

says they are removing the anno 1800 game from
their store, so obviously they can play it, but they

just don't want anyone to play it. if you are an
epic customer, you are now not allowed to play
the game you just purchased, that is completely

ridiculous! if i am paying to play a game, i deserve
to play it and i deserve to get the game i paid for!

this is a huge missed opportunity by epic, and
really, a shady move. for this question, and i
mean for anyone who isnt a bluebyte fanboy,

ubisoft are the ones complaining. why dont they
want to be on steam? the main reason why they
arent is because of steam's monopoly. which is

bad because steam only offers the game to
people on the steam store. so if someone buys the

game via a different store, they wont be able to
play it. so what does bluebyte do? they make a
alternative store! that's it. it's a small step, and

it's not good enough for ubisoft and some of their
fans. oh and if you're wondering where the steam
store is, it's by the steam logo on the top right of
the screen. not only that, but a lot of people dont
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know about bluebyte. they go to bluebyte and
they dont find the game in the store, so they buy
it from there. why is that a problem? if there was
a way to play the game on steam, then it wouldnt

be a problem. but that's not happening. ubisoft
did the right thing and chose to go with a different

store. but now that ubisoft has done that,
bluebyte has the right to do the same thing.
hopefully, bluebyte is using steam to their

advantage, but i doubt it. they just want a way to
get steam to use their own store, which i cant

blame them for. epic could have made this a lot
easier for everyone. they could have just said
"bluebyte, you dont have the right to make a

store, so we will not allow you to sell the game on
our store." 5ec8ef588b
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